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Abstract

Objectives—Neurological speech disorders (dysarthria and dysprosody) are known to be frequent sequelae after severe closed head injury. These disorders may dramatically alter communicative intent and accentuate social isolation. The aim was to provide an instrumental evaluation for prosodic production in a group of patients with severe closed head injury and to determine the correlations between prosodic production and neurobehavioural status.

Methods—Fifteen patients, at the subacute stage after severe closed head injury, were studied and compared with 11 controls, matched for age, sex, and duration of education. Each subject was required to read aloud a French sentence “Je m’en vais samedi matin” (I am leaving on Saturday morning) under six different prosodic intonations (neutral, affirmation, interrogation, happiness, sadness, anger). The recorded sentences were analysed using a sound signal analysis software (Signalyse) allowing the measurement of signal intensity and fundamental frequency. Statistical analyses were carried out using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Results—Patients with closed head injury were significantly less able than controls to modulate speech output (pitch and intensity) according to prosodic context. This deficit was particularly pronounced for the intonation feature of anger, question, and statement. No consistent correlations could be found between prosodic production and cognitive or behavioural data.

Conclusions—Acoustic analysis of pitch and intensity may show impairments of prosodic production after severe closed head injury, which may be useful in rehabilitation planning. This impairment does not seem to reflect the eventual cognitive and behavioural deficits of the patients, but rather a specific disorder of modulation of speech output.
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The aim of the present study was to provide an instrumental evaluation of prosodic production in survivors of severe closed head injury. Neurological speech disorders (dysarthria and dysprosody) have often been reported after severe closed head injury. They may interfere with a patient’s ability to communicate even if cognitive and language levels have recovered. Dysprosody is a failure to process suprasegmental linguistic and emotional features of language. It may dramatically alter communicative intent and accentuate social isolation. In a recent study of perceptual speech characteristics exhibited by patients with closed head injury, Theodoros et al described patients with closed head injury who had what is perceived as reduced variation of pitch and deviations of volume. Consequently, in this study we used an instrumental acoustic analysis to measure the fundamental frequency and the intensity of speech within various intonations in patients with severe closed head injury.

Subjects and methods

SUBJECTS

The patient group consisted of 15 native French speakers. They all had sustained a severe closed head injury, as defined by an initial score of 8 or less on the Glasgow coma scale (GCS). This criteria was used as the GCS has been repeatedly recognised as a reliable measure to assess the severity of brain injury. However, recent studies have suggested that duration of post-traumatic amnesia may be a more useful index. In this study, all patients had a post-traumatic amnesia of one day or more, and most of them of more than one week, corresponding respectively to a severe and very severe brain injury according to the taxonomy suggested by Jennett and Teasdale. There were 12 male and three female patients, mean age 29.0 (SD 10.2), range 16–47 years. Their mean duration of education was 11.5 (SD 2.3), range 8–18 years. Mean Initial GCS score was 6.8 (SD 1.32), range 4–8 and mean coma duration was 20 (SD 10.9), range 1–45 days. They were tested on average 6.1 (SD 2) weeks after their injury, corresponding respectively to a severe and very severe brain injury according to the taxonomy suggested by Jennett and Teasdale.
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Signal analysis software (Signalyse 20) permitted an Apple Macintosh microcomputer. A sound digital converter (MacRecorder) and stored in then secondly digitalised through an analog to recorded on an audio tape (Sony Walkman Pro) the subject’s mouth. Speech samples were

All assessments were given under standard Instrumental analysis. The experiment duration was about 30 minutes. Total speech samples were required and only the best same order (neutral, a

Each subject was required to read aloud the Experimental conditions. Each subject was asked to read this sentence with a neutral voice, then to use two linguistic intonations (affirmative and interrogative) and three emotional tones (happy, sad, and angry). To be sure that subjects understood the task, the main objectives of the study were given to the subjects, and each trial was preceded by a short explanation (for example, to explain what was meant by a happy tone: “Imagine that you have planned a marvellous trip abroad and you are very happy when you tell your best friend that you’ll be leaving next Saturday morning”). The six different conditions were always given in the same order (neutral, affirmative, interrogative, happy, sad, angry). For each intonation, two speech samples were required and only the best one according to perceptive judgement was kept for further instrumental analysis. Total experiment duration was about 30 minutes. Instrumental analysis. All assessments were given under standard conditions, in constant and quiet surroundings. The microphone was located 30 cm from the subject’s mouth. Speech samples were recorded on an audiotape (Sony Walkman Pro) then secondly digitalised through an analog to digital converter (Mac Recorder) and stored in an Apple Macintosh microcomputer. A sound signal analysis software (Signalyse 25) permitted measurement of signal intensity and fundamental frequency (Fo). Mean Fo was then converted in semitones (according to logarithmic transformation) for each intonation. To control for between subject variability, the ability to modulate prosodic output was assessed by calculating the differences between each prosodic intonation and the neutral condition, for both intensity and Fo. This will be referred to as interintonative variation of intensity and Fo. Moreover, for affirmative and interrogative intonations, the Fo slopes (in semitones/ms) for the last word (“matin”) were computed using the following formula: \[\text{maximal–minimal } \text{Fo}/\text{duration}\]. Raising pitch at the end of a statement indicates a question and decreasing marks an affirmative intonation.

Cognitive and behavioural assessment. To control for an effect due to attentional or language deficits, patients also underwent a conventional neuropsychological assessment focusing on the following aspects: short term memory with the digit and visuospatial memory span, attention, and speed of processing by the trail making test (TMT) forms A and B, 21 and verbal fluency by two measures (animals and words beginning with a P within two minutes each). A global assessment of neurobehavioural status was also performed by means of the neurobehavioural rating scale-revised (NRS). 22–23 The NRS and the MADRS were both rated by an independent examiner who was not informed of the results of the speech assessment.

Results. Statistical analyses were carried out using two (group) by five (intonative conditions) repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) for each of the following dependent variables: mean value of Fo (in semitones) and of signal intensity; mean interintonative variation of Fo, and of signal intensity. No significant main effect of group was found either for mean Fo \(F(1, 24)=0.62, p=0.4\) nor for mean signal intensity \(F(1, 24)=2.51, p=0.12\). However, a significant main effect of group was found for interintonative variation of Fo \(F(1, 24)=5.29, p<0.05\), with a significant main effect of condition \(F(4, 96)=34.3, p<0.0001\) and a significant group×condition interaction \(F(4, 96)=3.17, p<0.02\). Further comparisons were made for each condition by separate one way ANOVAs. No significant group difference was found for sadness \(F(1, 24)=0.06, p=0.8\). For affirmation, interrogation, and happiness, patients tended to have poorer interintonative variations, but this effect did not reach significance \(F(1, 24)=3.01\) to 3.99, p values from 0.095 to 0.557. A clearly significant group effect was found for anger only \(F(1, 24)=7.95, p<0.01\). It was due to a lower value in the patient group. The results are displayed on figure 1. Similarly, a significant main effect of group was found for interintonative variation of signal intensity \(F(1, 24)=6.49, p<0.02\), with a significant main effect of condition \(F(4, 96)=39.59, p<0.0001\) and a significant group...
A correlational analysis was then performed after closed head injury remained unknown. The mechanisms underlying dysprosody after closed head injury remain unknown. The ability to modulate speech output according to prosodic context is usually considered to depend on different factors. Dysprosody has presence of correlations with other behavioural and cognitive disorders that might potentially interfere with prosodic production. For this purpose, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients have been used. Among the different experimental data, for these analyses we selected only the four measures for which a significant effect of group was found on previous ANOVAs: interintonative variation of Fo and signal intensity for anger, and Fo slopes for affirmative and interrogative intonations. No significant correlation was found with either the GCS score or with coma duration (all r < 0.34, p values > 0.05), except for a significant correlation between duration of coma and Fo slope for affirmation (r = 0.63, p = 0.02). Only few correlations appeared to be significant with neuropsychological assessment. Significant correlations were found between the TMT-B and the Fo slope for interrogation (r = 0.6, p < 0.05), and between the two verbal fluency measures and the inter-intonative variation of signal intensity for anger (r = −0.57 and −0.66 respectively, both p values < 0.05). The correlations with mood and behavioural assessments were even poorer: no significant correlation was found with the MADRS depression score or with any of the NRS variables (all r < 0.44, p values > 0.05).

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to assess prosodic production after severe closed head injury by means of an instrumental acoustic analysis. Pitch and intensity of the signal were selected because they have been shown to be reliable indexes of prosodic content in both neurological or psychiatric patients. The main result was that patients with closed head injury were significantly less able than controls to modulate speech output according to prosodic context. This deficit contrasted with the absence of any significant difference between patients and controls for mean values of pitch and intensity of the acoustic signal. Patients, compared with controls, showed significantly lower interintonative variations (both of Fo and of signal intensity). This deficit was particularly evident for expression of anger, which required an important increase in pitch and volume of sound. Moreover, the slopes of the last word for interrogation and affirmation were also lower in the patient group. This showed a poor ability to raise or decrease pitch at the end of a sentence to indicate a question or a declarative statement. These findings showed that patients with closed head injury had prosodic disturbances in both linguistic and emotional intonations. These deviant prosodic features are consistent with those reported by Theodoros et al with a perceptual analysis, who disclosed the presence of reduced variation of pitch and loudness in the speech of patients with closed head injury.

The mechanisms underlying dysprosody after closed head injury remain unknown. The ability to modulate speech output according to prosodic context is usually considered to depend on different factors. Dysprosody has

**Figure 1** Interintonative variation of Fo. The bars represent the mean (SEM) values (in semitones) of the difference of Fo between each prosodic intonation and the neutral condition.

**Figure 2** Interintonative variation in signal intensity. The bars represent the mean (SEM) values (in dB) of the difference of signal intensity between each prosodic intonation and the neutral condition.

**Figure 3** Fo slope (mean (SEM) Hz/ms) for the last word of the sentence under affirmative and interrogative conditions.

× condition interaction (F(4, 96) = 4.47, p < 0.01). Separate one way ANOVAs showed that only the anger condition had a significant effect of group (F(1, 24) = 10.2, p < 0.01). For all other conditions, the group effect was non-significant (F(1, 24) ranging from 0.006 to 3.01, p values < 0.05). Figure 2 shows the results.

Mean Fo slopes for affirmative and interrogative intonations were compared in both groups by means of two one way ANOVAs. A significant effect of group was found both for interrogative (F(1, 24) = 7.23, p = 0.01) and affirmative (F(1, 24) = 10.39, p < 0.01) slopes. Figure 3 shows that patients had lower slope values, in both conditions.

A correlational analysis was then performed with two objectives: firstly, to search for correlations between prosodic disturbances and severity of injury; secondly, to assess the
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been reported in a great variety of neurological or psychiatric conditions, such as right hemisphere lesions, left hemisphere lesions, Parkinson’s disease, and depression or psychotic states. Mood disorders (depression) are known to alter pitch and loudness.17 However, it seems unlikely that such disorders could have influenced our findings for the following reasons. Firstly, no patient in our group had severe depression (none of them scored more than 21/60 at the MADRS); secondly there was no significant correlation between prosodic data and the depression scale. Another confounding factor that might have interfered with our results was the existence of more global cognitive or behavioural impairment (for example, disorders of attention, of short term memory, or poor motivation). This again seems unlikely, as there was no consistent significant correlation between prosodic production and the neurobehavioural assessment. This suggests that dysprosody in our patients cannot be attributed to a mood disorder or to a global neurobehavioural impairment, but rather to a defect in motor control of speech output. This hypothesis fits with the frequent occurrence of dysarthria after severe closed head injury.

Acoustic analysis of pitch and volume illustrate aspects of speech disorders that are difficult to detect by the human ear on its own. The determination of the acoustic impairments is important to ensure appropriate planning of therapy and also to measure objectively the improvement of patients during follow up. Moreover, such analyses also offer the advantage of providing the patient with a visual feedback of his speech output. Further research should involve larger groups of patients with closed head injury and also include other measures such as stress of pronunciation and rhythm. Moreover, to further test the hypothesis that the problem with prosody in closed head injury is on the motor side it would be interesting to assess the receptive side of the prosody.
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